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President's Letter 

 
  

Dear Colleagues, 
 

We understand how sensors and monitoring provide vital 

information on the stability of bridges that are subject to 

scour - the erosion of foundation materials below bridge 

piers and abutments during floods and rapid river flow.  It 

is one of the major causes of bridge failures.  Reports 

attribute 58% of 1,502 U.S. bridge failures from 1966 to 

2005 to scour, and over 20,000 bridges are scour-

critical.  The 1989 revision of the National Bridge 

Inspection Standards technical advisory requires scour 

evaluations for every bridge over waterways and the 1998 

Federal Highway Administration national scour 

evaluation program assures protection against instability 

and collapse.  Both are the direct result of the 1987 

catastrophic collapse of the Schoharie Creek Bridge 

(Amsterdam, New York).  This disaster drove reform and 

changes in technology. 
  

 
  

Schoharie Creek Bridge 
  

In this message, I would like to focus on the impact of 

scour on pipelines crossing waterways.  These pipelines 

President's Letter, continued 

 
  

Missouri River Flooding 
  

The July 22, 2011 PHMSA Advisory warning to pipeline 

operators references both the Silvertip disaster  and the 

flooding on the Missouri River, yet the overall discussion 

focuses on critical issues in reaction to the situation; 

agency difficulties in identifying the depth-of-cover for 

crossings, procedures for shutting down endangered 

pipelines, and agency-operator-landowner 

cooperation.  Among the directives, the PHMSA states 
 

 “8. Perform surveys to determine the depth of cover over 

pipelines and the condition of any exposed pipelines, such 

as those crossing scour holes. Where appropriate, 

surveys of underwater pipe should include the use of 

visual inspection by divers or instrumented detection.”    
 

This leads to my question.  What can we do with sensors 

and advanced monitoring techniques to provide that 

instrumented detection? 
 

Many of the applications that we use in sensing bridge 

scour can likely be applied to scour around a pipeline 

with modifications.  Can we adapt cost effective 

instrumentation to monitoring thousands of miles of 

pipelines in rivers, instead of point-by-point tedious 

visual inspections by divers? Could we use the existing 

technologies such as optical fiber sensors, time domain 

reflectometry and or other techniques to provide effective 

solutions? There are opportunities here for researchers, 

operators, and practitioners.   

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/rclick.php?d=foSoxV_DrpD5DPDAzLgBwOD6zZoy_Fjw&w=3&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fphmsa.dot.gov%2Fstaticfiles%2FPHMSA%2FWebArticles%2FPipeline%2520topics%2FAdvisory%2520Bulletins%2FFlooding%2520Advisory.pdf


are buried at various depths below the riverbed, 

sometimes uncharted.  They can become exposed and 

damaged in times of great floods caused by excessive rain 

and snow-melt.  In the U.S., we have a discussion about 

this hazardous problem, which is occurring across the 

Midwest this summer. 
  

 
  

Hamburg, Iowa - June 2011 
  

As CSHM experts, we should consider how monitoring 

with sensors could provide data on the movement and 

exposure of the pipelines especially as scour removes soil 

above or below a pipeline, as fast-moving water erodes 

banks or causes rivers to change course, and as dangerous 

debris enters rivers.  It is a challenge. 
 

Some background on the U.S. situation.   
 

An estimated 35,000 pipeline crossings carry hazardous 

products under the nation's rivers and streams, says the 

U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety 

Administration (PHMSA), and monitoring all of them is 

difficult.    
 

Operators of the largely self-regulating pipeline industry 

have leeway in making critical decisions about safety 

according to Greatfallstribune.com, a Billings, Montana 

news outlet, that reported on the July 1, 2011 Silvertip 

spill of 1,000 gallons of crude oil into the pristine 

Yellowstone River and also described the standards for 

depth-of-cover of pipelines buried under water.   Many of 

the guidelines were adopted in 2005 in response to the 

disastrous 1994 San Jacinto River (near Houston, Texas) 

flood after devastating rains endangered 37 

pipelines.  Eight ruptured spilling more than 35,000 

barrels of oil and oil products, and a fire resulted, injuring 

more than 500 people.   
 

As a result, government agencies often rely on the 

observations and measurements taken by their inspectors 

along with industry reports.  According to some experts, 

the Federal regulations on pipeline safety, in effect since 

1970, are in need of revision and need to become 

stricter.   

  

I invite your comments, as well as articles for The 

Monitor or case studies for inclusion at ISHMII.org. 
  

Farhad Ansari 
President 
  

fansari@uic.edu 
  
  

Updating Our Taxonomy of CSHM 

References An ISHMII Project to 

Assist Researchers 

  

 
 

Dr. James Brownjohn of the University of Sheffield, 

UK, has agreed to chair the newly-formed, short-term 

Task Force on CSHM References.  His assignment will 

run through February 10, 2012.   In this 6-month 

period, Dr. Brownjohn, members of the ISHMII 

Council and their students and researchers will 

construct a mechanism for collecting and updating the 

taxonomy of CSHM references that appear on the 

ISHMII Web site.  This is a much needed project. 

 

The new reference list will be presented according to 

fields of interest. 

 

The ISHMII Council considered the structure of 

standing committees and task forces at its August 2010 

Council meeting in Ottawa.  The Council agreed that 

ad-hoc committees or task forces established for a 

specific purpose over a short duration could have a 

higher impact than standing groups with long-term 

charges.  While there will always be situations that call 

for ambitious long-term groups to form, addressing 

issues as they arise can capture the enthusiasm of 

leaders and volunteers and accomplish projects that 

promote and push forward our long-term goals.  In this 

way, too, we hope to encourage newer members to 

participate and have an immediate effect on the 

organization. 

 

We invite you to assist Dr. Brownjohn to make this 

taxonomy project exhaustive, and to keep references up 

to date in your field of expertise.  Please contact him at 

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/rclick.php?d=foSoxV_DrpD5DPDAzLgBwOD6zZoy_Fjw&w=3&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.phmsa.dot.gov%2F
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/rclick.php?d=foSoxV_DrpD5DPDAzLgBwOD6zZoy_Fjw&w=3&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.greatfallstribune.com%2Fapps%2Fpbcs.dll%2Farticle%3FAID%3D2011107220326
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/rclick.php?d=foSoxV_DrpD5DPDAzLgBwOD6zZoy_Fjw&w=3&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ishmii.org
mailto:fansari@uic.edu


 
 

Today, we are watching critical flooding in the center of 

the country where the 2,300 mile-long Missouri River is 

expected to stay in a flood state through September 2011, 

hindering a thorough examination of the pipelines that 

cross it.  What we know is that at least 16 older pipelines 

that cross the Missouri River were laid using the pre-1970 

“dig and bury” method and could be buried as little as 4 

feet below the river bed.  About a dozen pipelines could 

be exposed.  Downstream of Bismarck, Montana or in the 

immediate vicinity, there are eight sites where scour has 

reached down at least 30 feet, with two as deep as 40 feet, 

causing concern because about 23 pipelines are known to 

be buried 20 feet or less below the riverbed.  This danger 

runs south from Bismarck, through Omaha, Nebraska, to 

St. Louis, Missouri.   
  

 
 

Yellowstone River clean-up:  Investigations suggest that the 

Silvertip pipeline that ruptured causing an environmental 

disaster was undermined by scour 
 
  

 

President's Letter continues on the next column 
  

Photos 
  

Schoharie Creek Bridge - Structuremag.org 
  

Hamburg, Iowa by Charlie Neibergall - The Associated 

Press 
  

Yellowstone River Clean-up by Matthew Brown - The 

Associated Press 
  

Missouri River Flooding - USDA 
 

 

j.brownjohn@fullscaledynamics.com. 

 

Future ISHMII Membership Notes will bring details. 
 
  

  

Sharing Information on SHM 

 
 

The International Society for Structural Health 

Monitoring of Intelligent Infrastructure (ISHMII) is a 

professional society comprised of practitioners, 

infrastructure owners and managers, government 

agencies, associations, academics, and 

students.  Members seek to enhance the long-term 

stability and reliability of public works structures and 

prolong their service through monitoring processes. 
 

Our Web site contains information that advances and 

shares our knowledge of structural health monitoring.   

The ISHMII Knowledge & Education Center contains 

pages of interest including Thesis’ & Dissertations, Case 

Studies, Proceedings & Literature, and Education & 

References.   
 

We publish the Journal of Civil Structural Health 

Monitoring.   Submit your paper to the JCSHM Editorial 

Manager. 
 

Twice a year, we publish The Monitor, an e-Newsletter 

covering important CSHM topics from contributors 

around the world, book reviews and introductions to case 

studies and research.    
  

Read the July 2011 issue of The Monitor. 
 

Contributions for The Monitor or the ISHMII Website 

should be sent to Nancy Cohen at NancyC@ishmii.org.   
 

Visit our Web site for information about upcoming 

conferences and workshops. 
 
 

Find us at ISHMII.org   
 

Please join ISHMII as an individual, 

corporate or student member and share our 

mission of building knowledge about 

Structural Health Monitoring. 
 

Students receive a free membership 
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